We show that a modal mu-calculus with label set f1; : : : ; ng can de ne the Rabin recognizable tree languages up to an equivalence similar to the observational equivalence of Milner.
Introduction
In 11] it was shown that the temporal logic ETL 10] can de ne exactly the class of !-regular languages. In 7] it was shown that a xed-point calculus whose signature apart from maximal and minimal xed points and disjunction includes the usual operators on trees can de ne exactly the sets of in nite trees recognized by Rabin tree automata 8]; this class of sets corresponds to the class of structures de nable in the second-order monadic theory of n successors, SnS . It would be nice if one could show that a branching time temporal logic has the same expressive power as SnS ; after all, branching time temporal logics are interpreted on computation trees. In 4] it is shown that a restricted version of SnS with set quanti cation restricted to paths is expressively equivalent to CTL for binary tree models. However, as was pointed out in 2], 1] (and independently shown in 4]) the full SnS can express properties which have no correlate in a branching time temporal logic with a nite number of branching time operators. The reason for this is that the semantics of any branching time operator uses nitely many rst-order quanti ers, so the logic in question has a particular upper bound on the number of quanti ers. But to express the property that there are k nodes in a tree which are incomparable to a node x w.r.t. to the ancestral ordering, , one needs k quanti ers:
A(x) def = 9x 1 ; : : : ; x k :^k i=1 (x 6 x i^xi 6 x)
In this paper we show that a modal xed-point calculus that incorporates a notion of counting descendants characterizes the Rabin 
Here, when the atomic predicates are explicitly chosen from among P 1 ; : : : ; P m , we shall refer to our language as form CML P 1 ;:::;Pm .
Note that all`super uous' logical operators, including _, (exclusive or) and z:F (least xed point), are easily derived. The same goes for the temporal operators of CTL 2]. For instance, 8G is de ned by 8GP def = z:P^V n?1 i=0 i z. We shall feel free to use all these derived operators as convenient abbreviations.
SnS is at least as expressive as CML
In what follows we shall often refer to trees. An n-ary in nite labelled tree t whose labels are in the alphabet A can be seen as a function t : f0; : : : ; n ? 1g ! A; we de ne dom(t) def = f0; : : : ; n ? 1g . The set of all A-labelled trees is denoted by T ! A . A set of n-ary A-labelled trees is called a tree language over A. Labelled trees and the structures in struct SnS can in an obvious way be regarded as one and the same thing. For a structure M = (f0; : : : ; n ? 1g ; succ 0 ; : : : ; succ n?1 ; <; P 1 ; : : : ; P m ) can be seen as an in nite n-ary tree t M : f0; : : : ; n ? 1g ! 2 fP 1 ;:::;Pmg with t(w) = P i i w 2 P i . And a tree t labelled by A = f 1 : : : ; m g determines a structure M t = (f0; : : : ; n ? 1g ; succ 0 ; : : : ; succ n?1 ; <; P 1 ; : : : ; P m ) with w 2 P j i t(w) = j .
It is therefore natural to talk about the tree languages de nable in SnS and CML . A tree language L is SnS -de nable i there is an SnS -formula whose models are the trees in L:
De nition 1 An A-labelled tree language L is SnS -de nable if there is a formula 2 form SnS with one free rst order variable, x, and closed w.r.t. secondorder variables such that L = ft j M t j = ;f =xg;; (x)g
The single free rst order variable is to denote the root of the tree, . Putting all this slightly di erently with a slight abuse of notation, we can de ne
Then L is SnS -de nable just in case there is a formula (x) in SnS such that
We say that L is CML -de nable if there is a formula in CML which is true in the roots of the trees in L and none others:
De nition 2 An A-labelled tree language L is CML -de nable if there is a closed formula 2 form CML such that 2 L = ft j 2 k k t M g Again, putting all this slightly di erently, we can de ne k k def = ft j 2 k k M t g
Since the metalanguage used in de ning the semantics of CML is not far from SnS , it is easy to see that any tree language de nable in CML is also de nable in SnS . Lemma De nition 3 A Rabin automaton on n-ary A-labelled trees is a quadruple A = (Q; q 0 ; ; ), where Q is the nite set of states, q 0 is the start state, Q A Q n is the nite transition relation and 2 Q 2 Q is a nite collection of nite acceptance pairs.
De nition 4 A run of the Rabin automaton A = (Q; q 0 ; ; ) on an A-labelled tree t is any Q-labelled tree r such that r( ) = q 0 r(s) = q and r(si) = q i ; 1 i n with (q; t(s); q 1 ; : : : ; q n ) 2 De nition 5 A run r of A is accepting if for all paths there is an acceptance pair (L i ; U i ) 2 A such that 3 In(r j ) \ L i = ; and In(r j ) \ U i 6 = ;
De nition 6 A tree language L is Rabin-recognizable if there is a Rabin automaton A such that t 2 L i t admits an accepting run of A. In what follows, the rst half of Theorem 1 will be essential. For a given 2 form SnS P 1 ;:::;Pm we express the Rabin acceptance condition of the corresponding automaton A in CML . The acceptance condition assumes a knowledge of the states assigned to a node. However, we do not have the state predicates available in our structures, only labelling predicates for the automaton alphabet A, so we must nd a way of overcoming this. We do so by coding the product of a tree and its run on A , t^r 2 T ! A Q , as a tree where the states assumed in the run can be recovered from the position of the nodes in the encoding, using the i -operator. In what follows we assume wlog that n = 2.
De nition 7 A computation history ( ; S) for the Rabin automaton A = (Q; q 0 ; ; ) is any function : S ! A and its domain S (f0; 1g Q) + which satisfy q 0 2 S and (q 0 ) = a for some a 2 fa j 9q 0 ; q 00 : (q 0 ; a; q 0 ; q 00 ) 2 g sq k 2 S ) 9(q k ; a; q 1 ; q 2 ) 2 :
( sq k 000q k 0q 1 2 S sq k 000q k 1q 2 2 S and (sq k ) = a There is an obvious isomorphism H between T ! A Q and the set of computation histories, and we shall feel free to speak of the computation history associated with a given tree. Also, given a history ( ; S) it is easy to nd the unique run r ( ;S) : f0; 1g ! A to which it corresponds. We now code all computation histories of A as full binary trees labelled by A f g, where is a dummy letter which signi es that the node in the encoding does not correspond to a node in the original computation history. The coding consists in taking the homomorphic extension K of the node-coding The state assumed in a node is thus re ected in the path to its descendants in the coding. Using this fact we can now de ne the state predicates in CML , assuming a predicate P a for every a 2 A f g. We describe the possible paths in the coding from one node labelled by to the next; the state information is contained in the shape of the path. We must also describe that all nodes on the path between two non-dummy nodes and all subtrees thereof are labelled by .
Letting hiiF denote the formula i (F^P )^V j6 =i j 8G:P and letting hii j denote this iterated j times, we de ne Q q j def = :P ^_ q i 2Q^1 k=0 h0ih0ih0ih1ih0i j h1i k h1ih0i i h1i(:P )
A node in a coded computation history satis es the derived state predicate exactly if the run corresponding to the history is labelled by q j at the corresponding node:
Lemma 2 For any tree t and associated computation history ( ; S) any node s in the run r ( ;S) with associated Q-labelling predicates satis es fQ q j g s 2 kQ q j k Mr i K (s) 2 kQ q j k M K ( ;S) (That the coded computation history contains the same ancestral information as the original tree w.r.t. non--labels will be made precise by the de nition of ' A (De nition 9).)
We also need to express a next-time operator w.r.t. coded histories, X i :F, which is to denote that the ith proper descendant has property F. 
Concluding remarks
We have in this note established that a modal mu-calculus CML de nes tree languages up to an equivalence, ' A . Readers feeling uneasy about the extra label can think of K as de ning a partial labelling function; the labelling predicate P should then be seen as a de nedness predicate, and ' A should therefore be seen as a`Kleene equality' on such partially labelled trees.
The above results show that the modal mu-calculus CML de nes the Rabin tree languages up to the equivalence ' A . Readers feeling uneasy about the extra label can think of K as de ning a partial labelling function; the labelling predicate P should then be seen as a de nedness predicate, and ' A should therefore be seen as a`Kleene equality' on such partially labelled trees. Is CML then more useful for describing program properties than SnS ? We can think of CML as a logic describing the behaviour of a process system with a xed number of asynchronous components, the idea of an equivalence identifying only a number of labels makes even more sense. For we can label nodes (= process states) according to which actions they can perform; then ' A describes equivalence w.r.t. to the action capabilities that we are interested in, namely those found in A. Moreover, given the modality of CML and the xed-point construct it is straightforward to describe properties as e.g. the repeated enabling of one and the same component or a particular desired sequence of component activations.
